
2 Wakelin Close, Gunn

Epic Entertainer
Deceiving from the street with a fairly normal façade, manicured minimalist
gardens and a double carport parking bay; that is where ordinary ends and
extraordinary begins. This absolutely stunning solar powered home has
been completely transformed into modern abode, designed with the family
in mind and crafted by experts, this home takes living to a whole new level.

Inside the front door is a lush master bedroom suite with a wall of mirrored
built in robes and a stunning ensuite bathroom with black basin and
tapware along with dual curtains and blinds for privacy. Two additional
bedrooms reside side by side at the rear of the home and each includes a
robe and A/C. the main bathroom has been updated with a dual shower and
new tiles along with a shelf for your beauty regime, vanity and storage. The
W/C resides within the transformed laundry room with feature tiles and
plenty of storage.

Central to the home is a kitchen straight out of a home magazine, boasting a
stone topped island bench with LED lighting, banks of built in storage
crafted with a functional approach but finished with style – this kitchen is
awesome. From the dining room there is a sliding door to a small side
verandah that leads through to a truly EPIC outdoor entertaining area with a
built in kitchen along with a storage room and shed as well. This outdoor
area triples your liveable spaces and  offers an enormous area to play with
the kids or entertain in total style.

Blow your expectations out of the water - The owners have put everything
into this home to make it perfect so you can reap the benefits of their hard

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD for $580,000
Property Type Residential
Property ID 427
Land Area 584 m2
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